GENERAL ENGLISH, ANY LEVEL - GEAL (GEAL)

Courses

GEAL 8400  English as a Second Language - General English Language Skills Workshop  CEUs: Var[1-18] (18-0-0)
Course Description: Not for academic credit. English as a Second Language for non-native speakers. Through writing assignments, daily homework, class discussions, presentation skills practice, and the use of technology (such as Microsoft Word, Prezi, PowerPoint, and the Internet), learners will create one integrated-skills project to practice: researching and presenting information on topics from the Everyday English and Cultural Issues courses.
Prerequisite: None.
Restrictions: Must major/minor in: PLACE\INTO General English. Must be a: Self Improvement.
Terms Offered: Fall, Spring, Summer.
Special Course Fee: No.

GEAL 8410  English as a Second Language – General English Everyday English  CEUs: Var[1-18] (18-0-0)
Course Description: Not for academic credit. English as a Second Language for non-native speakers. Students will learn the vocabulary and grammar needed to communicate, orally or in writing, in common, everyday situations.
Prerequisite: None.
Restrictions: Must major/minor in: PLACE\INTO General English. Must be a: Self Improvement.
Terms Offered: Fall, Spring, Summer.
Special Course Fee: No.

GEAL 8420  English as a Second Language – General English Cultural Issues  CEUs: Var[1-18] (18-0-0)
Course Description: Not for academic credit. English as a Second Language for non-native speakers. Through reading and listening passages, students will learn the vocabulary and grammar needed to discuss and write about various cultural topics from around the world.
Prerequisite: None.
Restrictions: Must major/minor in: PLACE\INTO General English. Must be a: Self Improvement.
Terms Offered: Fall, Spring, Summer.
Special Course Fee: No.